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Redwood Circle
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST Fellowship of Redwood City

Wel com e, U U FRC m em ber s an d fri en ds!
Welcome to the second issue of our UUFRC zine!
“Gratitude” is the theme for our November issue
and we have a special focus on families and
parenting. We hope you will enjoy the articles,
artwork, photos and updates on our community
members. The next issue will be published in
January (we publish every two months) with the

And the winner is Kaye Bonney!
Kaye proposed the name “Circle Round,” which
we adapted to also include part of our former
newsletter name “Redwood Reachout.”
Our new Zine name is: “Redwood Circle.”
According to Justin Garland, Redwoods Program
Manager for the Peninsula Space Open Trust, a
redwood “circle,” or “fairy ring,” is “a group of
redwood trees growing in a circle, usually around
the stump of a logged old-growth tree. . . one of the
ways redwoods regenerate.”
We believe this image for our zine is a way of
showing the continuity and connection of our

theme of “wisdom” and a special focus on our UUFRC
elders. We welcome your feedback and suggestions.
See page 11 for submission guidelines.

Zine Team editors: Jeanne De Shazo, Beth Harrison,
Susie Idzik, Sally Mentzer, JoAn Vaughan
Contact us at zine@uufrc.org

community. Kaye quoted from the song “Circle
Round” by Linda Hirchshorn, as she imagined people
sitting around a campfire listening to stories :
Circle for the planet
circle for each soul
For the children of our children
keep the circle whole.
We would like to recognize the other contestants
who also proposed very creative and original names:
Bev Morgan, Dawn Reyen, and Peter Hartzell.
Thank you all for your contributions!
—Redwood Circle Editors
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STAFF PROFILE:

Dawn Reyen

In a recent conversation with Dawn after choir
rehearsal, I asked her about her musical
influences. “My dad played the clarinet in the
army band,” she remembered and then admitted,
somewhat gleefully, “I also browbeat the girls in
my fourth grade class into performing in a
Christmas choir. I loved vocal harmony.” Though
she was classically trained as a musician, Dawn
enjoys conducting and singing a wide range of
music, one benefit that working at a Unitarian
Universalist congregation versus a Christian one
affords her. After answering an ad in Craigslist
eleven years ago, she was instantly hired as an
accompanist at UUFRC by Jennifer Bahr
Davidson. She and Larry Chinn have shared the job
ever since, and in 2014 she took on her larger role
as music director.
Since moving to virtual services in March, it has
been painful to Dawn not to be able to hear all the
voices of the choir together in one place. Still, she
continues to hold weekly rehearsals, asserting that
singers “can still learn music and keep in shape.”
Dawn explained how she has worked with
different ministers over the years, beginning with
her first job at age 12 as an accompanist at the UU
church in Palo Alto. “Every minister has a different

By Beth Harrison

Dawn Reyen

attitude and approach to the music,” she
observed. “Rev. Brian is open to ideas and uses
cues from our music to enlarge his vision.” Dawn
shared her own vision of music as a spiritual
underpinning of our worship services. There is a
“magic to singing in a group,” an immersing of
one’s self to the group “to create beauty and
harmony.” One’s voice becomes “part of a whole
new instrument,” she said, and added, “My job is
the best in the world. I make the audience happy
and enrich people’s lives.” As one of Dawn’s choir
members and devoted fans, I certainly agree.

Dawn conducting the UUFRC Choir
Redwood Circle, UUFRC Zine, November 2020
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STAFF PROFILE:

Larry Chinn

by Beth Harrison

In mid-March, as pandemic reached the Bay Area,
Larry lost all his accompanist jobs, all at once—
except for UUFRC, which is now his main “gig.”
Larry and I spoke the day after he sang and
played a marvelous rendition of “Hey Jude” at our
worship service. I asked Larry about his musical
journey to UUFRC and he told me about how he
got interested in playing the piano after his
father’s colleague left his piano behind when he
moved away. Larry got interested in pop,
particularly the Allman Brothers, which eventually
led to his passion for and knowledge of jazz. He
started playing daytime jobs as an accompanist for
schools while playing jazz gigs at night. His first job
for a UU Church was in Los Gatos, and when that
ended in 2009, he was referred to UUFRC.
As an accompanist, Larry plays all styles of
music from hymns to rock and folk tunes. He says
he tries to “find music that fits the theme of a
service,” which can be a “challenging but also a
rewarding process.” Though Larry considers
himself agnostic, he does believe that music helps
people transcend their daily realities. He recalls
two vivid moments playing music at UUFRC that
were particularly meaningful: the first, when he
organized an informal band to perform Otis
Redding’s “Respect” during Women’s History
Month a few years ago. The energy and joy
experienced by all the performers was
electric. The second was when he played the
Beatles’ “With a Little Help from my Friends” and
the congregation joined in singing spontaneously.

Larry believes that for many people music is as
much a visual as an auditory experience. Now,
with online worship, he has created slide shows to
accompany his playing and mixed tracks of
different musicians for virtual performances
during the service. Rev. Brian suggested that he
train a camera on his keyboard so congregants
can watch him play. Technology, Larry told me,
ironically, “makes it easier for me to interact with
people,” and he has enjoyed getting to know
more people at UUFRC through the chat rooms.

Larry Chinn
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COMMUNITY PARTNERSHI PS
Upward S cholars Resonat es at UUFRC

effortlessly. It is those connections,
so much a part of the UUFRC
ethos, that seem to resonate with
many members of our fellowship.”
Founder, Elizabeth Weal

A growing number of UUFRC congregants
have connected with Upward Scholars, a local
non-profit that provides adult immigrant
students with educational and vocational
support. Elizabeth Weal, a long time ESL teacher
at Sequoia Adult School and UUFRC Friend,
started the program ten years ago to encourage
students to continue their education at Cañada
College. She explained its appeal at UUFRC ,
“Upward Scholars has created an environment
that makes it easy for people in our
congregation to build meaningful bonds with
immigrants in our community. Although
superficially they may seem quite different from
us, immigrants often share common values that
make our connections come naturally and

Erika Pretell tutors Christina

by JoAn Vaughan
The program currently
provides scholarships covering tuition, books,
and laptops for over 192 students at Cañada,
Skyline and San Mateo community colleges.
Volunteer tutors and mentors meet regularly
with over eighty students. Our own UUFRC tutors
are Chris Fuller, Beth Harrison, Maeve Knoth,
Sally Mentzer, Erika Pretell, Polly Ragusa, Annie
Tate, and JoAn and Ed Vaughan. During the
pandemic when so many restaurant workers lost
their jobs, Beth Harrison helped her student and
husband set up “Abel’s Amazing Mexican
Kitchen,” a take-out business from their
apartment kitchen. Kate Hand, a former tutor,
now teaches ESL at Sequoia Adult School and
encourages her students to become Upward
Scholars recipients.

Many UUFRC members participate in the
Conversation Club, which provides opportunities
for informal discussions with fluent English
speakers. These resumed via Zoom in
November.
MoveUp Initiatives help students develop
their professional skills. NannyUp workshops
teach child care providers the value of their skills
and how to negotiate salaries and benefits. Ten
¡Habla Más! coaches, all current or former
scholarship recipients, teach Spanish to
individuals or small groups. John Anning is
among their first students. Elizabeth Weal
believes ¡Habla Más! has achieved widespread
popularity because “it is an innovative way to

Redwood Circle, UUFRC Zine, November 2020
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COMMUNITY PARTNERSHI PS (continued)

Conversation Club
at Sequoia Adult School

shift the power dynamic and celebrate the knowledge of individuals
whose expertise so often goes unnoticed, and, of course, to also
improve your Spanish.”
UUFRC members in leadership roles include Nancy Goodban, who
serves on the advisory board, and Erika Pretell, newly elected president
of the Board of Trustees. Erika commented, “I feel honored to serve
Upward Scholars as a tutor and board member because it allows me to
support the adult immigrant students who inspire me with their
dedication and hard work in the
face of so many obstacles. I have
a strong belief in the power of
education to change people’s
lives. And by changing our
students' lives, Upward Scholars
helps build a stronger, healthier
community for all of us.”

Elizabeth Weal and her husband,
Bruce Hodge, delivering grocery gift boxes

Abel, Janette, & Luna Rayo

Abel's Amazing Mexican Kitchen

To learn more about Upward Scholars, volunteer or donate, go to www.upwardscholars.org.
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SPIRITUAL REFLECTION:

A M ediev al Feast

By Lee Rossi

conceived and executed it herself.

Lee & Evi Rossi

Today at school my daughter Evi and her
eighth grade class are celebrating a medieval feast
with food and entertainment. For the food portion
of the event Evi made something called Honey
Cake, a simple recipe, a bit of flour, a dollop of
butter and a whole lot of honey. The final product
is like a very dense sponge, and similar in taste to
Baklava without that annoying crunchy texture.
This stuff melts in the mouth!
Evi is also part of the entertainment.
Apparently the kids wrote a play about the Holy
Grail, part morality play, part Monty Python. Evi
plays the part of a very boring knight named Sir
Bohr. She gets to say things like, “I don’t think we
should touch it,” but she does so with such alarm
and such a honeyed English accent, she’s sure to
be a hit.

Today was a day to be grateful for. Ordinarily I
tend to focus on the things that disturb me, rather
than the things that are going well. I don’t like to
admit it, but for a long time my life has been very
good. The things that I wanted when I was younger
are now mine - family, friends, creative outlets. The
fact is, however, that I don’t often acknowledge
these goods. This is a very old habit, one I share
with most human beings. Happiness is a short-lived
emotion, with a half-life of something under ten
minutes. Anger, frustration, resentment - these are
the radium, plutonium and U-238 of human life.
(U-238, by the way, has a half-life of 4.4 billion
years.)
It takes a real effort of will to focus on the
good stuff. I used to cultivate that kind of attention
when I practiced Zen meditation. I was constantly
taking a broom to my consciousness, sweeping the
dust, never giving it a chance to settle. With all my
parental responsibilities, however, I got out of that
habit, so that right now there’s a thick blanket of
dust covering my whole consciousness. You could
cast me in the Walking Dead and I wouldn’t feel
out of place.

Having children, especially a daughter like Evi,
is just what this Frankenstein’s monster needs, to
jolt me into awareness. I listen to the things she
says - about racial and gender discrimation, about
income inequality, about polluters - and it’s like I’m
looking in a mirror. Who taught her to say those
Most days getting ready for school is difficult things? Maybe it’s genetic! But it’s also very
for her. She often wakes with a headache or with satisfying to see one of my children so filled with
outrage at injustice,
anxiety about her homework. Today was an
exception, the medieval feast made it special. Also, so ready to take up
Evi gets to wear her Sir Bohr costume all day: baggy the cudgel of
pants, a blousy smock cinched with a belt, and the righteousness and
smite evildoers.
gray decapitated hood from a small boy’s
sweatshirt. She looks like a hedge knight ready to Long live Sir Bohr!
kick butt. She’s very proud of her costume, having
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ARTS CORNER

Holiday Book Recommendations
from UUFRC Children and Youth

“I recommend the book PINK!, by Lynne
Rickards, for kids ages 4-8 or any age really
because it has UU values like knowing yourself,
appreciating differences, and including
everyone. It is about a penguin who is pink and
has to learn how to accept himself as he is and
find his place in the world.” Milo P (9)

“I recommend the graphic
novel series March by John
Lewis, Andrew Aydin and
Nate Powell because the
books show how people can
overcome challenges, be
better people and build a
better society. They teach
history in an interesting
way. I recommend it for
kids ages 9-100. It’s an important book series for this year because John Lewis
died and he taught us how important it is for all people to vote. We have an important election this year
and need to keep working for justice like John Lewis
did.” Zev P (11)

“I recommend the Ruby Redfort by Lauren
Child series because it is really
well written. It is about a girl
who is extremely smart and
who becomes a detective to
solve crimes. I've read the
whole series multiple times.”
Reilly D (13)

I recommend Born a Crime by Trevor Noah.
This book contains true stories which happened to
Trevor Noah which he told in an entertaining and
humorous way which keeps you interested. I also
recommend All American Boys by Frank Kusch, a
young adult fiction novel which switches between
two perspectives of a white boy who witnesses a
police officer aggressively beat up another boy
from his school, and the boy who was beaten up
by the police officer. Both of these books were
extremely interesting and kept me entertained.”
Amy V (13)
The Editors thank you for sharing these titles and
descriptions! If you have book recommendations
for future issues, please send them to
Zine@uufrc.org

Hi, I'm Tom.

I've been folding origami tessellations recently, which are basically
repeating patterns made out of paper. Most of this work was done
over the summer because I was stuck at home due to the virus. I have
also folded one or two masks, which use the same techniques as many
tessellations, but rather than being a repeating pattern, they are used
to make a three-dimentional face. You can find some of my designs, as
well as other people's designs that I folded, at https://
tomorigami.wordpress.com
Origami Creation #1 by Tom L.
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LIFE LESSONS:

Parenting in a Pandemic

When George and I were informed in March
that our 9- and 10-year old kids would be
“distance learning” for a couple of weeks in an
effort to “flatten the curve,” we were supportive of
the decision, but also worried about how we’d
manage at home. How were we going to get any
work done with the kids at home around the clock
for two whole weeks? It seems funny now, but
that’s honestly how we felt in mid-March, when
worst-case-scenario projections had the death rate
for coronavirus at an unimaginable 200,000.
As the parent with the most flexible schedule, I
suddenly found myself in charge of two virtual
school schedules, myriad new online learning
apps, and frustrated and bored kids who believed
“home” to be an antonym for “school.” Trying to
keep up with my own coursework and part-time
job, I rushed from one computer screen to the
next, trouble-shooting Zoom calls, helping with
math problems, recording videos and emailing
them to teachers, and trying to respond to one
emotional meltdown after another without
melting down totally myself.
One morning in April, in the middle of angrily
modeling for resistant kids the “Sid Slide” dance
they were required to do for virtual PE, the
absurdity of it all hit me. The terrible burden of
trying to “do it all,” to “keep up” with some
impossible
standard sucks
the joy out of
life anytime,
but in a
pandemic it’s
especially
destructive.

by Tovis Page

After my “Sid Slide” revelation, I excused the kids
from all assignments that weren’t core academic
subjects and decided to devote more time to
nourishing activities like gardening, incubating
eggs and raising baby chicks, and giving the kids
near free-rein in the garage to build stuff on their
own. This reorientation hasn’t eliminated the

stress or the meltdowns, but it has added real
experiences of joy, connection, and rootedness to
our lives, which help counteract some of the
emotional strain. We also allow far more screen
time than ever before, not only because video
games enable the kids to connect virtually with
friends, but also because we parents need to
preserve our own sanity and get stuff done.
Many families are struggling simply to survive
right now, but even those with relative security
are under strain. Parenting in a pandemic is hard.
It’s relentless, exhausting. But it’s also teaching
us to let go of some things in order to hold on to
others, constantly having to reflect on what is
most important now. When it was clear that
remote learning would continue this Fall, I took a
leave of absence from seminary so I could be
more present and responsive to the unfolding
reality of now. This means I won’t make my goal
of being ordained by the age of fifty. But it also
means I am breathing more easily and am
(continued on next page)

Tovis with Zev & Milo
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THE FIRST 60 YEARS: The Climbing Tree

The Climbing Tree has a history. It was full
grown and pretty well worn some 25 years ago when
Leslie and I came to the fellowship. At the time it
was a bit controversial. There was a lot of discussion
about whether we should keep the tree and
by David Vallerga
whether we should "allow" children to climb it
Some people thought that it was bad for the tree to let children
climb it. Some people thought that it posed liability to the
Fellowship. Some of us (I count myself in this group) thought that
trees were natural as were children. We felt that if
it killed the tree we would just have to replace
it. We felt that, of course, there might be
liability. But it was worth it to watch the children
enjoy their activity.
The tree survived.
The tree has served
generations of children
and the neighborhood
just loves it. The park,

with all of its playground equipment, is just a block
away, and yet when we come to work on the yard
during the week there
are usually children,
supervised by their
parents, climbing on
and enjoying the tree.

Wreath by
Lillian Svec & Griffin S.

Sept. 2020. Hope flows from our children in the origami cranes, wreath, wraps and paper chains made and
hung from our beloved climbing tree. The idea was created by Maeve Knoth during an unsettling and strange
time for children. Here they could touch a solid tree that endures in their UU community. Thank you, Maeve
and Lillian Svec, for providing an opportunity to share our children’s bright spirits.
By Jeanne De Shazo

LIFE LESSONS (cont inued)
therefore a little more able to respond rather than
react to everything this year is throwing at us.
Right now both kids are preparing to return to
school in person. This seems like the worst possible
timing imaginable with infection rates skyrocketing
across the country and flu season upon us. And
honestly, I’m going to miss having them around all
the time. It feels like the first day of preschool all

over again! But the kids will get to see friends, and
George and I will regain some focus, even if only
until the next shut-down. So, we keep letting go in
order to hold on, learning life lessons despite
ourselves. And in this sense, parenting in a
pandemic isn’t really so different from parenting
anytime, or from life itself for that matter. And in
these difficult, uncertain times, I find that
comforting.
Redwood Circle, UUFRC Zine, November 2020
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THE FIRST 60 YEARS: Let There Be Light

What does a building committee do when UUFRC is
shut down for months with no services, committee
meetings, and zero foot traffic? We work on a project that is hard to do when others are around. John
Cooney, Rob Fawcett, and I decided to replace the old
fluorescent fixtures in the kitchen with a brighter and
more energy efficient LED lighting solution. It was a
normal UUFRC project - unexpected complications,
scope creep, and longer timeframe than planned. The
first surprise was that the old fluorescent fixtures were
wired into ancient recessed light fixture boxes that our
new lights would not cover. So the light fixture replacement project became a ceiling sheetrock project. And, of course, the sheetrock required painting…
and that painting led to patching, repair, and repainting of the entire kitchen ceiling. While we were
at it, we repainted the white shelves over the kitchen
island. The result is a bright lighting solution for the
kitchen.
The great looking kitchen highlighted the awful
condition of our social hall lights. With Board funding
approval, we began the effort to replace the social hall

by Cal Sloan, pictures by John Cooney

lights. It took several misfires and
consultations with others to find
fixtures that would provide the right
Cal Sloan
kind of light, look good, and be dimmable. As with the kitchen project, we suffered
setbacks when removing the old light fixtures damaged some of ceiling acoustic tiles. Repairing or
replacing the acoustic tiles was not an option so we
ended up painting all of the social hall acoustic tiles
with a couple coats of paint…which identified forty
to fifty loose, sagging tiles that needed to be tightened up. As usual, lots of unintended work. The
final update to the
social hall lighting
project was relocating the light
switches for the
front lounge area
and the adjacent
storage area to a
more intuitive and
accessible location. Those light switches are now
inside the social hall just to the left of the closet
door where the tables and chairs are stored (see
the red circle). The result is that all four of the
lighting zones and twelve fixtures in the social hall
have matching bright light fixtures and new paddle
style light switches that are dimmable. It will provide great lighting flexibility in the social hall for a
long time to come.
While in the lighting groove, we also replaced
the light fixtures in the foyer and repainted the ceiling to a much lighter color. The overall affect is a
more welcoming entrance for members and visitors. At the end of the project we put out a “tip jar”
to collect remuneration for our efforts… but alas,
the building is closed.

Redwood Circle, UUFRC Zine, November 2020
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CIRCLE OF LIFE
In each issue we will continue to have
announcements of transitions of our members
including: marriages, births, deaths, moves,
graduations, job changes, anniversaries,
retirements, significant birthdays, or whatever
else members would like to share with the
community. Send to Sally at
circleoflife@uufrc.org.

early next year. Jason has been
offered a transfer of his Veteran’s
Administration counseling job and
Jessica is confident that she’ll be able
to land a nursing position there. They by Sally Mentzer
and their pooch, Beans, will be sorely
missed by their parents (Alex and Cyndi), family and
friends.

Community news

Our beloved friend Roz Wagner passed
peacefully on Monday, November 2, surrounded by
family. Her message to us, “When I think of all you,
my dear friends, I think of our adventures together,
everlasting memories, lots laughter and serious,
deep and meaningful conversations. I have been
blessed to have shared my life with you.”
She made everyone she met feel special.

Lee and Elizabeth Rossi celebrated their
25th anniversary in September.
Jeanne De Shazo enjoyed a recent 75th
birthday celebration with family and friends
(socially distant, of course).
Alex Stagner and Cyndi Williamson , joined
by Daneille Stagner and Ruth Tucker, to
announce that seeking economic opportunity,
a slower pace of life, and running room for
their dog, Jessica Stagner and her husband
Jason Bridger will move to Missoula, Montana

We know that some of you are struggling with
something which concerns you and we hold you in
our hearts as we send you light. Please know you
are welcome to reach out to your friends within our
religious community or contact Reverend Brian if
you feel this would be helpful. Brian’s email is:
ministeratuufrc@gmail.com.

Honoring Danielle Stagner
We would like to extend the gratitude of the
entire congregation to Danielle Stagner for her
gracious and thorough work as our Caring Committee Chair for 4 years. Thank you, Danielle.
Danielle Stagner

Send your life transitions for the next issue (and a photo if you wish) to
circleoflife@UUFRC.org.
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Our Vision, Mission and Covenant
Our Vision
A community of spiritual growth, compassion, and justice

Our Mission
We are a welcoming and inclusive community of individuals of all ages who seek spiritual meaning,
empower personal growth, build connections with our neighbors, act for justice, and inspire others to join us.

Our Covenant
We support, challenge, and inspire one another. We assume best intentions, even when we disagree, and
treat each other with compassion and respect. We give generously of our time and resources to sustain this
vibrant Fellowship.

Art by Tom L., (L-R)
Origami Creation #2
Origami Creation #3

Redwood Circle Subm ission Guidelines
We welcome your feedback, suggestions and queries for articles in future issues!
Photographs and artwork are also welcome. All submissions are subject to editorial discretion and revision as the editors work to maintain a balanced and thoughtful
presentation of topics for each
issue.

Each issue also has a theme
and a focus. November’s theme is
“gratitude” and our focus is on
families with school-age children.
In January our theme will be
“wisdom” and our focus is on our
UUFRC elders.

BETH HAR-

SALLY

Send your submissions to zine@uufrc.org.

SUSIE

JEANNE DE

JOAN

Redwood Circle Editors in Zoom meeting:
(top L-R) Beth Harrison, Susie Idzik, Jeanne
DeShazo, Sally Mentzer, and JoAn Vaughan.
Photo by Susie Idzik.
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THE BACK PAGE

Jen Gill, Connections Coordinator

Hello Everyone!
Sometimes I pinch myself because I can’t believe
how lucky and grateful I am to have the great fortune
to welcome newcomers and reach out to everyone at
UUFRC in an official capacity.
I came to UUFRC on Memorial Day weekend of
2018, and after one service, I knew I had to keep
coming back. The warmth of the community was like a
huge hug every Sunday, and I wanted to get involved
right away. One of my first conversations was with
long-time member and former Connections
Coordinator Cindy Johnson, “How do I get to the
green badge?” I got that green badge on March 10,
2019.
Observing Cindy’s warmth and compassion, the
first thought that came to me was “I wish I had that
job here.”. Really! That was my first thought! Well, in
a very amazing case of “Be careful what you wish for”,
Cindy and her husband Allen, announced in June of
2019 that they were moving to Minnesota. While we
all mourned this loss, the hunt was on for a new
Connections Coordinator, and as if being drawn like a
moth to a flame, I knew I had to take on this role. I
now know what a “calling” feels like.
Being the Connections Coordinator at UUFRC is
now one of the
greatest joys of my
days. I already have
a full time job, and
was afraid of the
time commitment,
but it turns out- I’m
ALL IN. I have the
unique and joyful
privilege and honor
of welcoming
newcomers, taking
people through

membership steps, hearing
many stories from
congregants of their
spiritual journeys, and
helping to nurture and love
one of the most
Jen Gill
compassionate, beautiful and trusting communities
of which I have ever been a part. Thank you to all of
you for the love you have shown me and the trust
you have placed in me, I am truly honored.
Recently I asked ,“What is your silver lining
during this challenging time?”
Carol Cross: Well, this is easy: Seeing beloved
people who have moved away: Cindy and Allen,
Geri, Carolyn Chaney, Cathy Von de Porten,
Marianna, and more. We can't hug 'em, but we can
wave a warm "hello!"
John Anning: Getting my weekly Spanish lesson with
Brenda, laughing, talking, and gaining insight into
the actual life of an aspiring immigrant.
Dawn Reyen: Being able to mute my students at
school as they learn to play the recorder.
Crystal Valdez-Chandra: Having lunch with my
husband and daughter most days since we're all at
home.
Quentin Lewis: I'm hoping that someday there will
be a viable third political party.
Chris DeCardy: Dogs who love belly rubs!
Beth Eggers: Being forced to take stock; recognizing
all your blessings, but realizing some things need to
change.
John Cooney: Sculpture and working at the church:
installing new lights, video from the sanctuary.
Esther Ammon: Reconnecting with people in new
ways (including finding UUFRC!)
Susan Kibre: Backyard birding - currently enjoying a
flock of fall migrants (white-crowned sparrows).

Artwork by Sophia Krackov
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